To Dima Kazhdan, with admiration, for his 70-th birthday.
Introduction
As we all learned in our first linear algebra course, the characteristic polynomial of an N × N matrix E, P E (z) = |z½ N + E| , (1.1) is invariant under the action of the group G = GL N (F) by conjugation. This can be restated in a more complete form as follows. Consider the Lie algebra gl N of G. Let e ij ∈ gl N , i, j = 1, . . . , N , be the basis of elementary matrices, and let x ij ∈ gl * N be the dual basis. Consider the matrix E = (x ij ) N i,j=1 ∈ Mat N ×N gl * N and its characteristic polynomial (1.1). Then the coefficients of P E (z) are the free generators of the algebra of invariants C[gl N ] G = S(gl * N ) G . We identify gl N with gl * N via the trace form (A|B) = tr(AB). Then the element of the dual basis x ij corresponds to the elementary matrix e ji . Under this identification, the matrix z½ N + E becomes
(e ji + δ ij z)E ij ∈ Mat N ×N gl N .
(1.2)
Here and further, in order to avoid confusion, we denote by e ij the elementary matrices in gl N (considered as commuting variables of the algebra S(gl N ) and by E ij the elementary matrices in Mat N ×N F. Then the above statement becomes the following. Letting
we obtain S(gl N ) G = F[s 1 , . . . , s n ] , (1.3) the polynomial algebra in the N variables s 1 , . . . , s N ∈ S(gl N ).
Next, we can quantize the above result. The quantization of S(gl N ) is the universal enveloping algebra U (gl N ), and the quantization of the subalgebra of invariants S(gl N )
G is the center of the universal enveloping algebra Z(U (gl N )). Again, Z(U (gl N )) is the polynomial algebra F[z 1 , . . . , z N ]. To construct the generators z 1 , . . . , z N , one needs to consider the "shifted" matrix (1.2) by a diagonal matrix D:
(e ji + δ ij (z − (i − 1))E ij ∈ Mat N ×N gl N , (1.4) and take the row determinant:
This result is known as the Capelli identity [Cap1902] . The shift matrix D = diag(0, −1, . . . , −N + 1) is a purely quantum effect. There is a similar formula involving the column determinant, but with a different shift matrix.
Next, we recall the definition of the finite W -algebra W (g, f ) associated to a reductive Lie algebra g and its nilpotent element f ∈ g. By Morozov-Jacobson Theorem, the element f can be included in an sl 2 -triple {f, h, e}. Let g = j∈ 1 2 Z g j be the eigenspace decomposition with respect to 1 2 ad h. The W -algebra W (g, f ) can be defined as W (g, f ) = U (g)/I
ad g ≥ 1 2 , (1.6) where I ⊂ U (g) is the left ideal generated by the elements m − (f |m), m ∈ g ≥1 . Though, the product of cosets of I in U (g)/I is not well defined, it is well defined on the subspace of ad g ≥ 1 2
-invariants, making W (g, f ) an associative algebra. Let f pr ∈ g be the principal nilpotent element of g. In this case we have g ≥ 1 2 = g ≥1 = n + , the subalgebra of strictly upper triangular matrices, and g ≤ 1 2
= g ≤0 = b − , the subalgebra of lower triangular matrices. Let π − : g ։ b − be the projection with kernel n + . By the PBW Theorem we have U (g) ≃ U (b − ) ⊗ U (n + ). Consider the linear map ρ : U (g) ։ U (b − ) , (1.7) defined as follows: if g = i A i B i ∈ U (g) corresponds to i A i ⊗ B i ∈ U (b − ) ⊗ U (n + ), then ρ(g) = i χ(B i )A i ∈ U (b − ), where χ : U (n + ) ։ F is the homomorphism induced by the character χ(a) = (f |a), a ∈ n + . For example, for a ∈ g, we have ρ(a) = π − (a) + χ(a). Note that Ker ρ = I, so ρ induces a vector space isomorphism U (g)/I ≃ U (g ≤0 ). By the Kazhdan-Kostant Theorem [Kos78] , the map ρ restricts to an isomorphism of the center of U (g) to the principal finite W -algebra W (g, f pr ) ⊂ U (g)/I ≃ U (b − ):
(1.8)
As a consequence of the Capelli identity (1.5) and the Kazhdan-Kostant Theorem (1.8), we get a set of generators for the principal finite W -algebra of gl N :
whose generating polynomial L pr (z) = z N + w 1 z N −1 + · · · + w N can be expressed in terms of the row determinant L pr (z) = ρ rdet(z½ + E + D) .
(1.9)
Even though the map ρ is not an algebra homomorphism, it is easy to check that ρ, in the RHS of (1.9), can be brought inside the row determinant. This is stated (and proved) in Proposition 2.4. As a consequence, the generating polynomial L pr (z) of the generators w 1 , . . . , w N of the principal W -algebra W (gl N , f pr ), is obtained by where
is the matrix corresponding to the nilpotent f pr ∈ gl N . Note that, while in (1.9) the row determinant cannot be replaced by the column determinant, the RHS of (1.10) is unchanged if we take the column determinant in place of the row determinant (cf. Proposition 2.5).
Formula (1.10) is well known [BK06] . In order to find a correct generalization for an arbitrary nilpotent f ∈ gl N , we observe that (1.10) can be expressed in terms of quasideterminants, using Proposition 2.5:
The polynomial L pr (z) in (1.12) is generalized as follows. First, we replace the matrix (1.11) by the matrix F ∈ Mat N ×N F corresponding to the given nilpotent element f . Second, we replace π − by π ≤ with kernel g ≥1 . Third, we replace the shift matrix D by an appropriate diagonal matrix over F, depending on the nilpotent element f , described in Section 4.2. Finally, we replace the (1N )-quasideterminant in (1.12) by an appropriate generalized (I 1 J 1 )-quasideterminant, where I 1 and J 1 are the matrices (4.5). Hence, we get the r 1 × r 1 matrix (where r 1 is the number of Jordan blocks of F ):
(1.13) whose entries are Laurent series in z −1 . Our first main Theorem 4.2 says that the coefficients of this Laurent series lie in the W -algebra W (gl N , f ). Note that the same formula (1.13), with z replaced by the derivative ∂, appeared in our work on classical affine W -algebras [DSKV16b] . The new ingredient here is the shift matrix D, which is a purely quantum effect. In [DSKV16b] we also prove that the classical affine analogue of the matrix (1.13) satisfies what we call the "Adler identity", from which we derive that this operator satisfies a hierarchy of Lax type equations, and therefore gives rise to an integrable system of bi-Hamiltonian PDE. At the same time the Adler identity allowed us to construct the generators of the classical affine W -algebra associated to f ∈ gl N and to compute λ-brackets between them. The second main result of the present paper, Theorem 4.3, says that the matrix (1.13) satisfies the quantum finite analogue of the Adler identity, which we call the Yangian identity:
(1.14)
This identity is well known in the theory of quantum groups, since it defines the generating series of the generators of the Yangian of gl r1 [Dr86, Mol07] . As a corollary of Theorem 4.3 we get an algebra homomorphism from the Yangian Y (gl r1 ) to the W -algebra W (gl N , f ). Brundan and Kleshchev in [BK06] also found a close connection between the Yangians and the quantum finite W -algebras associated to gl N , but the precise relation of their approach to our approach is unclear and is still under investigation [Fed16] . Even though the expression (1.13) for the matrix L(z) could be easily guessed (except for the shift matrix D) from the classical affine analogue in [DSKV16b] , the proof of our two main results is more difficult and completely different from the classical case. The main reason being that, unlike in the classical case, the map ρ generalizing (1.7) (cf. Section 3.2) is not an algebra homomorphism (even for the principal nilpotent).
First, in order to use arguments similar to those in [DSKV16b] for the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, we rewrite the matrix (1.13) (or rather its image via the map ρ), in a different way. This is the content of the Main Lemma 6.1, which can be equivalently stated by the following identity:
(1.15)
The proof of equation (1.15) is the result of a long (and beautiful) computation, which is performed in Sections 6.3 -6.6. There is also a conceptual difficulty in giving the right interpretation to the quasideterminant in the RHS of equation (1.15). Indeed, the entries of the quasideterminant |z½ N + E| I1J1 do not lie in the algebra U (g)((z −1 )), as they involve fractions. On the other hand, the map ρ is not defined on the whole skewfield of fractions K of U (g)((z −1 )). Therefore, the problem is to find a sufficiently large subring of K containing all the entries of |z½ N + E| I1J1 , on which ρ is defined. To construct such ring, we consider the completed Rees algebra RU (g) associated to the Kazhdan filtration, and its localization R ∞ U (g), defined in Section 5.
4. An open problem is whether this localization is Ore, which would simplify our arguments, cf. Remark 5.12.
In [DSKV16b] we derived from the classical affine analogues of the two main theorems mentioned above an algorithm for finding an explicit set of free generators of the classical affine W -algebra and λ-brackets between them. The quantum finite analogue of these results is proposed in Section 8 of the present paper only as a conjecture. In Section 9 we test this conjecture for the rectangular and minimal nilpotents, and we use Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 to find the generators of W (gl N , f ) and their commutators in these examples. In particular, for the principal nilpotent element f pr we recover that L(z) is the generating polynomial for the generators of W (gl N , f pr ), discussed above.
Throughout the paper, the base field F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and all vector spaces are considered over the field F.
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Operators of Yangian type and generalized quasideterminants 2.1. Operators of Yangian type. Definition 2.1. Let U be an associative algebra. A matrix A(z) ∈ Mat M×N U ((z −1 )) is called an operator of Yangian type for the associative algebra U if, for every i, h ∈ {1, . . . , M }, j, k × {1, . . . , N }, the following Yangian identity holds
Here and further the bracket stands for the usual commutator in the associative algebra U . In particular, for M = N = 1 equation (2.1) means that (z − w + 1)[A 11 (z), A 11 (w)] = 0, hence it is equivalent to [A 11 (z), A 11 (w)] = 0, which means that all the coefficients of A 11 (z) commute.
Remark 2.2. Equation (2.1) is, up to an overall sign, the defining relation for the Yangian of gl N ( [Dr86] , see also [Mol07] ), hence the name. Its classical version is the same identity for a Poisson algebra, where the bracket on the left is replaced by the Poisson bracket. The "chiralization" of the latter was introduced in the context of Poisson vertex algebras under the name of Adler identity [DSKV15, DSKV16a, DSKV16b] . The "chiralization" of the Yangian identity, in the context of vertex algebras, has not been investigated yet. We are planning to do it in a future publication.
Denote by E ij ∈ Mat N ×N F the elementary matrix with 1 in position (ij) and 0 everywhere else. We shall also denote by e ij ∈ gl N the same matrix when viewed as an element of the associative algebra U (gl N ), and by 2) the N × N matrix which, in position (ij), has entry e ji ∈ U (gl N ). Then, it is easily checked that the N × N matrix
is an operator of Yangian type for U (gl N ).
We have the decomposition gl N = b − ⊕ n + , where b − consists of lower triangular matrices, and n + of strictly upper triangular elements. Let π − : gl N ։ b − be the projection with kernel n + . Then, by the PBW Theorem,
, of the linear map ρ introduced in Section 3.2.) Note that, applying the map ρ to the entries of the matrix E in (2.2), we get
where π − E = i≤j e ji E ij , and
Jordan block. Even though ρ is not an algebra homomorphism, in ρ(rdet(E)) we can pull ρ inside the row determinant. This is a consequence of the following:
Proposition 2.4. If E is the matrix (2.2) and D is any matrix with entries in the field F, we have
Proof. First, we prove the claim for D = 0. Recall that the row determinant of the matrix E is obtained by the expansion
Hence, to prove equation (2.5), it is enough to prove that, for every permutation σ ∈ S N , we have
Recalling the definition of the map ρ, in order to compute the LHS of (2.6) we need to permute the factors in e σ(1)1 e σ(2)2 . . . e σ(N )N (using the commutation relations of U (gl N )) so that all factors from b − are on the left and all factors from n + are on the right. On the other hand, if we have two factors in the wrong order, i.e. e σ(i)i ∈ n + and e σ(j)j ∈ b − , with i < j, then we have σ(i) < i < j ≤ σ(j), and therefore e σ(i)i and e σ(j)j commute in U (gl N ). It follows that equation (2.6) holds. The proof for arbitrary constant matrix D is the same, by letting e ij = e ij + α ij , where α ij ∈ F are the entries of the matrix D, and repeating the same argument with e ij in place of e ij .
Note that equation (2.5) does NOT hold if we replace the row determinant by the column determinant. Indeed, the LHS of (2.5) changes if we replace the row determinant by the column determinant. For example, for N = 2, we have ρ(cdet E) = ρ(rdet E) + e 11 − e 22 . On the other hand, if D is a constant diagonal matrix, the RHS of (2.5) is unchanged if we replace the row determinant by the column determinant, or even by the quasi-determinant in position (1, N ) (cf. Section 2.3). This is a consequence of the following fact: Proposition 2.5. Let A ∈ Mat N ×N R be a matrix with entries in a unital associative algebra R, of the following form:
where the quasideterminant |A| 1N can be defined as (cf. Proposition 2.7)
Proof. It is a simple linear algebra exercise.
Generalized quasideterminants.
We recall, following [DSKV16a] , the definition of a generalized quasideterminant, cf. [GGRW05] .
Definition 2.6. Let U be a unital associative algebra. Let A ∈ Mat N ×N U, I ∈ Mat N ×M U, and A special case of a (generalized) quasideterminant is the following. Given a matrix A = (a ij ) N i,j=1 ∈ Mat N ×N U and two ordered subsets
we denote by A IJ the m × n submatrix of A obtained by taking rows from the set I and columns from the set J :
To the subsets I and J we attach the following two matrices:
and their transpose matrices
Then, we have the following formula for the submatrix (2.10):
Let now m = n, and consider the (I 1 , J 1 )-quasideterminant of A (assuming it exists), where I 1 and J 1 are as in (2.12). We have, by the definition (2.8) and the second formula in (2.13),
14)
The following result provides an alternative formula for computing quasideterminant in this special case Proposition 2.7. Assume that the matrix A ∈ Mat N ×N U is invertible. Let I, J ⊂ {1, . . . , N } be subsets of the same cardinality |I| = |J | = n, and let I 1 ∈ Mat N ×n F and J 1 ∈ Mat n×N F be as in (2.12). Let also I c , J c be the complements of I and J in {1, . . . , N }. Then, the quasideterminant |A| I1J1 exists if and only if the submatrix A I c J c ∈ Mat (N −n)×(N −n) U is invertible. In this case, the quasideterminant |A| I1J1 is given by the following formula
Proof. (The "if" part is proved in [DSKV16a, Prop.4.2], but we reproduce it here.) After reordering the rows and the columns of A, we can write the resulting matrix in block form as:Ã
Since A is invertible by assumption,Ã is invertible as well, and the inverse matrix A −1 has the block formÃ
The equationÃÃ −1 = ½ turns into the following four equations: 
and substituting in the first equation we get
It follows that (A −1 ) J I is invertible and its inverse coincides with the RHS of (2.15). This proves the "if" part, in view of (2.14). Conversely, suppose that |A| I1J1 exists, i.e., by (2.14) , that (A −1 ) J I is invertible. Then we can use the third and fourth equations in (2.16) to solve for A I c J c . From the third equation we get
Substituting in the fourth equation we get
In particular, A I c J c is invertible, as claimed.
2.3. Some properties of operators of Yangian type. We want to prove that every (generalized) quasideterminant of an operator of Yangian type is again of Yangian type. For this, we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. Let U be a unital associative algebra and let A ∈ Mat N ×N U be invertible. For every a ∈ U and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, we have
Proof. It follows from the fact that ad(a) is a derivation of U.
Proposition 2.9. Let U be a unital associative algebra and suppose that A(z) ∈ Mat M×N U ((z −1 )) is an operator of Yangian type.
(a) Let Z ⊂ U be the center of U , and let
is an operator of Yangian type with respect to the opposite product of the algebra U .
Proof. Part (a) is straightforward. We prove (b). First, we use (2.17) for the left factor, to get
Next, we use again (2.17) for the right factor, to rewrite the RHS of (2.18) as 
where a · op b = ba denotes the opposite product of U . This concludes the proof.
Theorem 2.10. Let U be a unital associative algebra and let Z ⊂ U be its center.
) be an operator of Yangian type. Then, for every I ∈ Mat N ×M Z and J ∈ Mat M×N Z with M ≤ N , the generalized quasideterminant |A(z)| IJ , provided that it exists, is an operator of Yangian type.
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of Proposition 2.9.
In Section 7.1 we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let U be a unital associative algebra. Let A(z) ∈ Mat N ×N U ((z −1 )) be an operator of Yangian type and assume that A(z) is invertible in the algebra Mat N ×N U ((z −1 )). Then, the following formula holds
Proof. By formula (2.17), we have
We then use the Yangian identity (2.1), to rewrite the RHS of (2.21) as
( 2.22) 3. Finite W -algebras 3.1. Definition of the W -algebra. Let g be a reductive Lie algebra with a nondegenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form (· | ·). Let f ∈ g be a nilpotent element which, by the Jacobson-Morozov Theorem, can be included in an sl 2 -triple {f, 2x, e} ⊂ g. We have the corresponding ad x-eigenspace decomposition
so that f ∈ g −1 , x ∈ g 0 and e ∈ g 1 . We shall denote, for j ∈ 1 2 Z, g ≥j = ⊕ k≥j g k , and similarly g ≤j .
A key role in the theory of W -algebras is played by the left ideal
and the corresponding left g-module
We shall denote by1 ∈ M the image of 1 ∈ U (g) in the quotient space. Note that, by definition, g1 = 0 if and only if g ∈ I.
Lemma 3.1.
) ⊂ I. acts on M both by left and by right multiplication (hence, also via adjoint action).
Proof. Clearly, U (g)I ⊂ I, so it suffices to prove, for (a), that IU (g ≥ ) ⊂ I, namely that I is a right module over g ≥ . Let h = g(m − (f |m)) ∈ I, with g ∈ U (g) and m ∈ g ≥1 , and let a ∈ g ≥ 1 2
. We have
The first summand in the RHS obviously lies in I. The second summand also lies
, which implies (f |[m, a]) = 0. Part (b) is a restatement of (a) in terms of the module M .
Consider the subspace
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, I is preserved by both the left and right multiplication by elements of g ≥ , hence by their adjoint action. It follows that [a, I]1 = 0, proving (a). For (b), let h = A(m − (f |m)) ∈ I, as above, and w ∈ W . We have
The first summand in the RHS of (3.5) obviously lies in I. The second summand also lies in I by definition of W (since m ∈ g ≥1 ). This proves part (b). If w 1 , w 2 ∈ W and a ∈ g ≥ 1 2
, then 
has a natural structure of a unital associative algebra, induced by that of U (g).
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.2(c) and (d)
Definition 3.4. The finite W -algebra associated to the Lie algebra g and its nilpotent element f is the algebra W (g, f ) defined in (3.7).
Remark 3.5. By a result of Kostant all sl 2 -triples containing f are conjugate in g. It follows that the W -algebra depends only on the nilpotent element f (in fact only of its adjoint orbit). In fact, one can define the W -algebra by replacing the Dynkin grading (3.1) by an arbitrary good grading [EK05] . All the resulting W -algebras turn out to be isomorphic [BG07] .
3.2. The map ρ. Consider the Lie subalgebras g ≤0 , g ≥ 1 2
⊂ g and the corresponding universal enveloping algebras
) ⊂ U (g). By the PBW Theorem we have a canonical linear map (not an algebra isomorphism)
) .
(3.8)
, where
It is immediate to check, with the same computations as those used for the proof of Lemma 3.1, that
) is a two-sided ideal, and the quotient
is isomorphic to the Weyl algebra of g 1 2 with respect to the non-degenerate skewsymmetric bilinear form
(3.10)
Hence, the bijection (3.8) induces the bijection
This defines the surjective map ρ : U (g) ։ U , whose kernel is Ker ρ = I. Note that the map ρ is a linear transformation from the associative algebra U (g) to the associative algebra
, but it is NOT an algebra homomorphism. We can write an explicit formula for its action:
), and u ∈ U (g ≥1 ), we have
where χ :
is the natural quotient map.
3.3. The W -algebra as a subalgebra of U • . By definition, the W -algebra W (g, f ) is a subspace of the module M = U (g)/I, which can be identified, via (3.11), with the algebra U . It is natural to ask whether W (g, f ) can be identified, via (3.11), with a subalgebra of U . We shall prove, in Proposition 3.7 below, that this is the case, provided that we take the opposite product in the Weyl algebra
.
Proof. By definition of W , we have aw − wa ∈ I for every a ∈ g ≥ 1 2
, and, by Lemma 3.1, I is preserved by the right multiplication by elements of g ≥ 1 2
. Hence, ρ(gquw) = ρ(gwqu). The claim then follows by equation (3.12).
Proposition 3.7. The linear map ρ restricts to an algebra homomorphism
where
with the opposite product. Hence, the bijective linear map (3.11) restricts to an algebra embedding W (g, f ) ֒→ U
• .
Proof. Let w 1 , w 2 ∈ W . By the PBW Theorem, we can expand them as
where A, B ∈ U (g ≤0 ), and p, q ∈ U (g ≥
). By (3.12), we have
Hence, their product in the algebra
Expanding w 1 as in (3.14) and applying Lemma 3.6, we get
Next, we expand w 2 as in (3.14) and we use formula (3.12), to get
(3.16) Comparing (3.15) and (3.16), we get ρ(w 1 w 2 ) = ρ(w 1 ) • ρ(w 2 ), as claimed.
Remark 3.8. There are analogues of Proposition 3.7 also for the classical and quantum affine W -algebras. In the classical affine case, the Poisson vertex algebra
), the algebra of differential polynomials over g ≤ ) does not make sense, since g ≤ 1 2
is not a Lie algebra). Moreover, the associative algebra embedding W (g, f ) ֒→ U
• provided by Proposition 3.7 corresponds, in the classical affine case, to the Poisson vertex algebra embedding
described in [DSKVjems, Sec.8 ]. In the quantum affine case, the analogue of Proposition 3.7 is contained in [DSK06] . Indeed, by Theorem 5.9 of that paper, the coho-
) is concentrated at charge zero, hence by Theorem 5.7 it is a subalgebra of the tensor product of the universal affine vertex algebra over J g ≤0 (which is the same as the affine vertex algebra over g ≤0 , but with a shifted level) and the vertex algebra of free fermions over g 1 2 with the skewsymmetric bilinear form (3.10).
Remark 3.9. Proposition 3.7 is due to Premet, [Pre07, Prop.2.2]. We included our proof for completeness. A nilpotent orbit in gl N is associated to a partition, p = (p 1 , . . . , p r ) of N , where
We let r 1 be the multiplicity of p 1 in the partition p.
Let V be the N -dimensional vector space over F with basis {e ih } (i,h)∈T , where T is the following index set (of cardinality N )
The Lie algebra g = gl(V ) ≃ gl N has a basis consisting of the elementary matrices e (ih),(jk) , (ih), (jk) ∈ T (as before, we denote by E (ih),(jk) the elementary matrix and by e (ih),(jk) the same matrix, when viewed as elements of the Lie algebra g).
The nilpotent element f ∈ g associated to the partition p is the "shift" operator
(As before, in order to keep distinct elements from gl N from matrices in Mat N ×N F, we shall also denote,
If we order the indices (ih) lexicographically, f has Jordan form with nilpotent Jordan blocks of sizes p 1 , . . . , p r . The Dynkin grading (3.1) for the nilpotent element f is defined by the adjoint action of the diagonal matrix
The depth of this grading is d = p 1 − 1, and the ad x-eigenspace of degree d is
. By [DSKV16b, Prop.4 .1], the matrix S 1 factors as S 1 = I 1 J 1 , where
(4.5) 4.2. The "shift" matrix D. The following diagonal matrix will play an important role in the next sections:
(4.7) Note that, by (4.3), the elementary matrix e (jk),(ih) lies in g ≥1 precisely when
Hence, the numbers (4.7) are given by:
These numbers have the following simple combinatorial meaning. Consider the symmetric (with respect to the y-axis) pyramid, with boxes indexed by (ih) ∈ T , with i and h being respectively the row index (starting from the bottom) and the column index (starting from the right) (cf. [DSKV16b, Fig.1]) . The x-coordinate of the center of the box labeled (ih) is
(which is the x-eigenvalue on e (ih) ∈ V ). Hence, the difference between the xcoordinates of the boxes (jk) and (ih) is
Therefore, the number −d (ih) is the number of boxes in the pyramid which are entirely to the right of the box labeled (ih). 
The matrix L(z).
Recall the matrix A(z) = z½ N + E defined by (2.3), which is an operator of Yangian type for U (gl N ). We want to find an analogous operator for the W -algebra W = W (g, f ), for g = gl N and its nilpotent element f . More precisely, we will construct a matrix L(z) ∈ Mat r1×r1 W ((z −1 )), where r 1 is the multiplicity of p 1 in the partition p, which is an operator of Yangian type for the algebra W (g, f ).
The matrix L(z) is constructed as follows. Consider the matrix
where F is as in (4.2) (rather, as in the parenthetical observation after (4.2)), D is the "shift" matrix (4.6), E is the matrix (2.2), and
We shall prove that, if we view (4.9) as a matrix over U (g)((z −1 )), then its (I 1 , J 1 ) quasideterminant exists, where I 1 and J 1 are the matrices (4.5). The matrix L(z) is defined as the image in the quotient module M = U (g)/I of this quasideterminant:
(4.10) The main result of the paper is that the entries of the coefficients of L(z) actually lie in the W -algebra W (g, f ) ⊂ M , and the matrix L(z) satisfies the Yangian identity (2.1) (with respect to the associative product of the W -algebra W (g, f )). This is stated in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 below. Before stating them, we prove, in 
−1 I 1 is a Laurent series in z −1 of degree (=the largest power of z with non-zero coefficient) equal to −p 1 , and leading coefficient (−1)
Proof. E+D is of order one with leading coefficient ½ N . Hence it is invertible in the algebra Mat N ×N U (g)((z −1 )), and its inverse can be computed by geometric series expansion:
This proves part (a). Next, we prove part (b). Recalling the definition (4.5) of the matrices I 1 and J 1 , we have, by (4.11), for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r 1 },
(4.12)
In particular,
Note that the summand in the RHS of (4.12) vanishes unless
Clearly, from (4.13) and (4.14) we get that necessarily ℓ ≥ p 1 − 1. Moreover, by (4.15), if ℓ = p 1 − 1 then necessarily
and, in this case,
for all α = 1, . . . , ℓ. It follows that the Laurent series
−1 I 1 ij has degree ≤ −p 1 , and the coefficient of z −p1 is (−1) p1−1 δ ij . Claim (b) follows. Part (c) is an obvious consequence of (a) and (b).
4.5. The Main Theorems. We state here our main results:
is an operator of Yangian type for the algebra W (g, f ).
We shall prove Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. Both proofs will rely on the Main Lemma 6.1, which will be stated and proved in Section 6. In order to state (and prove) Lemma 6.1, though, we shall need to introduce the Kazhdan filtration of U (g) [Kos78] , the corresponding (completed) Rees algebra RU (g), and we shall need to extend the action of U (g) on the module M = U (g)/I to an action of the algebra RU (g) (and its extension R ∞ U (g)) on the corresponding (completed) Rees module RM . All of this will be done in the next Section 5, for an arbitrary W -algebra W (g, f ).
5.
Preliminaries: the Kazhdan filtration of U (g), the Rees algebra RU (g) and its extension R ∞ U (g), and the Rees module RM 5.1. The Kazhdan filtration of U (g). Associated to the grading (3.1) of g, we have the so called Kazhdan filtration of U (g), defined as follows:
In other words, F ∆ U (g) is the increasing filtration defined letting the degree, called the conformal weight, of g j equal to ∆ = 1 − j. This is clearly an algebra filtration, in the sense that
, and we have
It follows that the associated graded gr U (g) is a graded Poisson algebra, isomorphic to S(g) endowed with the Kirillov-Kostant Poisson bracket, graded by the conformal weight. Note that, by the definition of the Kazhdan filtration, we obviously have
Since m − (f |m) is homogeneous in conformal weight, the Kazhdan filtration induces the increasing filtration of the left ideal I given by
Proof. Let ∆ ≤ 0. We only need to prove that F ∆ U (g) ⊂ F ∆ I for ∆ < 0, and F 0 U (g) ⊂ F + F 0 I. By (5.1) and the PBW Theorem, we have
The summand with ℓ = 0 is present only for ∆ = 0, and in this case it is F. For ℓ ≥ 1, there are only two possibilities:
⊂ I. Since I is a left module over U (g), the corresponding summand in (5.4) is contained in I ∩ F ∆ U (g) = F ∆ I. If ∆ = 0 = ∆ 1 = · · · = ∆ ℓ , the corresponding summand in (5.4) is contained in F+F 0 I, since g 1 ⊂ F+F 0 I. By Lemma 5.1(b), F 0 I is a maximal two-sided ideal of the algebra F 0 U (g), and the corresponding factor algebra is F 0 U (g)/F 0 I ≃ F. Hence, we have a canonical quotient map
Lemma 5.2. The map (5.5) can be computed by the following formula:
Proof. Let a 1 ∈ g 1−∆1 , . . . , a ℓ ∈ g 1−∆ ℓ . By assumption, ∆ 1 +· · ·+∆ ℓ ≤ 0. If there is some ∆ i > 0, then there is some ∆ j < 0, which means that a j ∈ g 1−∆j ⊂ g ≥ 3 2
⊂ I. Since in F 0 U (g) everything commutes modulo F 0 I, we get that, in this case, the corresponding monomial a 1 . . . a ℓ lies in F 0 I. On the other hand, (f |a j ) = 0, so the monomial a 1 . . . a ℓ does not contribute to the RHS of (5.6) either. In the case when ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ ℓ ≤ 0, we have a 1 , . . . , a ℓ ∈ g ≥1 . Hence, by the definition of the left ideal I, we obtain a 1 . . . a ℓ ≡ (f |a 1 ) . . . (f |a ℓ ) mod I.
We can consider the induced filtration of the quotient module M = U (g)/I,
Proof. It is a restatement of Lemma 5.1.
Finally, we consider the restriction of the Kazhdan filtration to the subalgebra W ⊂ U (g), and the W -algebra W (g, f ) = W /I ⊂ M :
The associated graded is the Poisson algebra of functions on the Slodowy slice [GG02] .
5.2. The (completed) Rees algebra RU (g). The (completed) Rees algebra RU (g) is defined as the subalgebra of U (g)((z 
In the usual Rees algebra one takes only finite sums in (5.8). For the sake of brevity we will use the term Rees algebra for its completion (5.8). With a more suggestive formula, we can write
where the completion is defined by allowing series with infinitely many negative integer powers of z 
In analogy with (5.9), we have z
is the completion (allowing infinite sums with arbitrarily large conformal weights) of the associated graded of U (g) with respect to the Kazhdan filtration.
Remark 5.4. The usual Rees algebra RU (g) intertwines between the associated graded algebra gr U (g) and the algebra U (g) itself. Indeed, we have RU (g)/(z 5.11) ), and RU (g)/(z − 1 2 −1) ≃ U (g) (via the map n z n a n → n a n ).
Recall the algebra homomorphism ǫ 0 : F 0 U (g) ։ F defined in (5.5). We extend it to a surjective linear map ǫ : RU (g) ։ F, given by
Lemma 5.5. The map ǫ : RU (g) ։ F defined by (5.12) is an algebra homomorphism.
Proof. Let a(z) = n≤N a n z n , b(z) = n≤N b n z n ∈ RU (g). We have
For n > 0, we have b n ∈ F −n U (g) = F −n I, hence a −n b n ∈ F 0 I, and ǫ 0 (a −n b n ) = 0. For n < 0, for the same reason as above we have b n a −n ∈ F 0 I, but we also
5.3. The Rees module RM . Consider the left ideal I ⊂ U (g), with the induced filtration (5.3). We can consider the corresponding left ideal RI of the Rees algebra RU (g), defined, with the same notation as in (5.9), as
Taking the quotient of the algebra RU (g) by its left ideal RI we get the corresponding Rees module
(5.14)
By construction, the Rees module RM is a left cyclic module over the Rees algebra RU (g), generated by1 ∈ RM . By Lemma 5.3, its elements are Taylor series in z − 1 2 with constant term in the base field F. In other words, we have 
Proof. Claim (a) is obvious, since z − 1 2 ∈ RU (g) is central. Claim (b) holds by definition. Let us prove claim (c). Let i(z) = n≤N i n z n ∈ RI, where i n ∈ F −n I, and letḡ(z) = g(z)1 ∈ RM , where g(z) = n≤0 g n z n ∈ RU (g). We have
Since z n g m i n−m1 = 0, and since [i n−m , g m ] ∈ F −n−1 U (g), we conclude that i(z)g(z)1 ∈ z −1 RM , as claimed. Next, we prove claim (d). An element g(z) = n≤N g n z n ∈ RU (g) decomposes as g(z) = g + (z) + g 0 + g − (z), where
(5.16)
Moreover, by the above observations, we also have
Since, by definition, ǫ(g(z)) = k, this proves claim (e).
Proposition 5.7. An element g(z) ∈ RU (g) acts as an invertible endomorphism of RM if and only if ǫ(g(z)) = 0.
Proof. First, if g(z) acts as an invertible endomorphism of RM , then it must act as an invertible endomorphism of the quotient module RM/R − M = F1. Hence, by Lemma 5.6(e), we have ǫ(g(z)) = 0. We are left to prove the "if" part. Let g(z) decompose as in (5.16), and we assume that ǫ(g(z)) = k = 0. Clearly, the element k + g − (z) is invertible in the Rees algebra RU (g), and its inverse can be computed by geometric series expansion:
, and therefore the series (5.17) is well defined. Then we have
(5.18)
Recall that g + (z) + i 0 ∈ RI, which is a left ideal of the Rees algebra RU (g). Hence,
and we are left to prove, by (5.18), that 1 + i(z) acts as an invertible endomorphism of RM . By Lemma 5.6, for everyḡ(z) ∈ RM , we have i(z) nḡ (z) ∈ z −n RM . Hence, the geometric series expansion
is defined in RM .
5.4.
The localized Rees algebra R ∞ U (g). By Proposition 5.7, an element g(z) ∈ RU (g), with ǫ(g(z)) = 0, acts as an invertible endomorphism of the Rees module RM . But, in general, the inverse of g(z) does not necessarily exist in the Rees algebra, since the geometric series expansion ∞ n=0 (−1) n i(z) n in (5.20) may involve infinitely many positive powers of z. We shall construct an algebra extension R ∞ U (g) of RU (g), still acting on the module RM , on which we extend the map (5.12) to an algebra homomorphism ǫ : R ∞ U (g) → F, with the fundamental property that an element α(z) ∈ R − U (g) is invertible if and only if ǫ(α(z)) = 0.
The algebra R ∞ U (g) will be obtained by a limiting procedure. We start by constructing the algebra R 1 U (g). It is defined as the subalgebra of a skewfield extension of RU (g) (contained in the skewfield of fractions of U ((z − 1 2 ))) generated by RU (g) and the inverse of the elements a(z) ∈ RU (g) such that ǫ(a(z)) = 0. In other words, elements of R 1 U (g) are finite sums of the form
where a 1 (z), . . . , a ℓ (z), b 1 (z), . . . , b ℓ (z) ∈ RU (g), and ǫ(b 1 (z)) · · · · · ǫ(b ℓ (z)) = 0. Note that, since ǫ(b i (z)) = 0 for all i, we can naturally extend the map (5.12) to an algebra homomorphism ǫ : R 1 U (g) → F, given, on an element of the form (5.21), by
Note also that, as a consequence of Proposition 5.7, the action of the Rees algebra RU (g) on RM naturally extends to an action of R 1 U (g) on RM .
Proposition 5.8. The algebra R 1 U (g) has the following properties:
(ii) the subspace R − M ⊂ RM is preserved by the action of R 1 U (g); (iii) for every α(z) ∈ R 1 U (g), we have α(z)1 ≡ ǫ(α(z))1 mod R − M , where ǫ is the map (5.22); (iv) for every α(z) ∈ R 1 U (g) and every integer N ≥ 0, there exist Proof. Claim (i) is obvious. By Lemma 5.6, R − M is preserved by the action of RU (g). If b(z) ∈ RU (g) is such that ǫ(b(z)) = 0, then, by Proposition 5.7, it acts as an invertible endomorphism of RM , preserving the subspace R − M , which is of finite (actually 1) codimension. Then, it is a simple linear algebra exercise to show that the inverse b(z) −1 preserves R − M as well. As a consequence, every element (5.21) of R 1 U (g) preserves R − M , proving (ii).
By Lemma 5.6(e), we have a(z)1 ≡ ǫ(a(z))1 mod R − M for every a(z) ∈ RU (g), and by (ii) we also have b(z) −11 ≡1 ǫ(b(z)) mod R − M for every b(z) ∈ RU (g) such that ǫ(b(z)) = 0. Hence, claim (iii) follows immediately from (ii). Next, we prove claim (iv). First note that, if b(z) ∈ RM is such that k = ǫ(b(z)) = 0, then, decomposing it as we did in (5.18), we can write its inverse as
for some i(z) ∈ RI, and h(z) ∈ RU (g). Hence, the generic element (5.21) of R 1 U (g) can be assumed to have the form
for some g 1 (z), . . . , g ℓ+1 (z) ∈ RU (g), and i 1 (z), . . . , i ℓ (z) ∈ RI. Then, given the integer N ≥ 0, we construct α N (z) ∈ RU (g) by expanding each inverse (1+i s (z))
appearing in the formal expression (5.23) by geometric series up to the N -th power:
(5.24) It follows immediately from Lemma 5.6(c) (and the definition of the action of (1 + i(z)) −1 on RM , by geometric series expansion, cf. (5.20)) that (α(z) − α N (z)) · RM ⊂ z −N −1 RM , proving (iv). Finally, we prove claim (v). First, we prove the "only if" part. Let α(z) ∈ R 1 U (g) be such that ǫ(α(z)) = 0. By (ii) we have α(z) · R − M ⊂ R − M , and by (iii) we also have α(z)1 ∈ R − M . Hence, α(z) · RM ⊂ R − M , so the action of α(z) on RM is not surjective, and therefore not invertible. We are left to prove the "if" part. Suppose that ǫ(α(z)) = 0. By (iv), there is a sequence of elements α 0 (z), α 1 (z), α 2 (z), · · · ∈ RU (g) with the property that
Note also that, since
Hence, by Proposition 5.7, each α N (z) acts as an invertible endomorphism of RM , and, by the construction of R 1 U (g), it is invertible in R 1 U (g). Let us denote by β N (z) ∈ R 1 U (g) its inverse:
Since z −1 commutes with α N (z), it also commutes with β N (z). Moreover, by the obvious identity
we have, as a consequence of (5.26), that
Hence, there is a well defined limit
and by construction
We claim that β(z) is the inverse of α(z) in End(RM ). Indeed, for every N ≥ 0 we have the following identity in End(RM ):
Hence, by (5.25), (5.27) and (5.29), we get
Since (5.30) holds for every N ≥ 0 and since obviously,
Suppose, by induction on n ≥ 2, that we constructed an algebra R n−1 U (g) satisfying the properties (i)-(v) of Proposition (5.7). We then define the algebra extension R n U (g) of R n−1 U (g) as the subalgebra of the skewfield of fractions of RU (g) generated by R n−1 U (g) and the inverses of the elements a(z) ∈ R n−1 U (g) such that ǫ(a(z)) = 0. In other words, elements of R n U (g) are formal expressions of the form (5.21) with a 1 (z), . . . , a ℓ (z), b 1 (z), . . . , b ℓ (z) ∈ R n−1 U (g), and ǫ(b 1 (z)) = 0, . . . , ǫ(b ℓ (z)) = 0. We extend ǫ to an algebra homomorphism ǫ : R n U (g) → F, given by (5.22). Moreover, as a consequence of the property (iv) of R n−1 U (g), the action of R n−1 U (g) on RM naturally extends to an action of R n U (g) on RM .
Proof. The proofs of properties (i), (ii), (iii) are the same as the corresponding proofs of (i), (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 5.8, with RU (g) and R 1 U (g) replaced by R n−1 U (g) and R n U (g) respectively. Property (iv) requires a proof. Let α(z) ∈ R n U (g) be as in (5.21), with a 1 (z), . . . , a ℓ (z), b 1 (z) , . . . , b ℓ (z) ∈ R n−1 U (g), and ǫ (b 1 (z) ), . . . , ǫ(b ℓ (z)) = 0. By the inductive assumption, there exist elements We constructed an increasing sequence of algebras
each acting on the Rees module RM , and each satisfying the properties (i)-(v) of Proposition 5.8. We then define the localized Rees algebra R ∞ U (g) as their union. By construction, R ∞ U (g) naturally acts on the Rees module RM , we have a canonical homomorphism ǫ :
and we have Corollary 5.10. For en element α(z) ∈ R ∞ U (g), the following conditions are equivalent:
2) α(z) acts as an invertible endomorphism of RM ; 3) ǫ(α(z)) = 0. Moreover, for every α(z) ∈ R ∞ U (g) and every integer N ≥ 0, there exists
Proof. Clearly 1) implies 2). If α(z) ∈ R ∞ U (g), then α(z) ∈ R n U (g) for some n ≥ 0. Hence, by Proposition 5.9(v), it acts as an invertible endomorphism of RM if and only if ǫ(α(z)) = 0, and in this case α(z) is invertible in R n+1 U (g) ⊂ R ∞ U (g). This proves that 2) and 3) are equivalent, and they imply 1). The last statement of the corollary is clear, thanks to property (iv) of Proposition 5.9.
The above result can be generalized to the matrix case:
is a homomorphism, the matrix ǫ(A(z)) ∈ Mat N ×N F is automatically invertible, ǫ(A(z) −1 ) being its inverse. This proves the "only if" part. For the converse, let A(z) ∈ Mat N ×N R ∞ U (g) be such thatĀ := ǫ(A(z)) ∈ Mat N ×N F is an invertible matrix. Replacing A(z) withĀ −1 A(z), we reduce to the case when ǫ(A(z)) = ½ N . In this case, it is easy to construct the inverse of the matrix A(z) by the usual Gauss elimination.
Remark 5.12. It would be interesting to know whether the multiplicative set S = RU (g)\ Ker ǫ were an Ore subset of the Rees algebra RU (g). If this were the case, the inductive construction above would not be needed, as it would be
In this case, many arguments in the present paper would simplify.
5.5. The Rees W -algebra RW (g, f ). We can consider the Rees algebra of the
It is a subalgebra of
. Equivalently (cf. (3.4), (3.7) and (5.7)), it is
⊂ RU (g) .
(5.37)
on RU (g) is well defined. The "Rees algebra" analogue of Lemma 3.2 holds:
Lemma 5.13. R W ⊂ RU (g) is a subalgebra of the Rees algebra RU (g), and RI ⊂ R W is its two-sided ideal.
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of Lemma 3.2.
We can also consider the extension of the algebra R W inside R ∞ W , defined as
and it is natural to ask what is
Proposition 5.14. Let α(z) ∈ R ∞ U (g) and g(z) ∈ RU (g) be such that α(z)1 = g(z)1 =: w(z) ∈ RM . The following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. First, note that conditions (b) and (c) are equivalent by definition of the Rees W -algebra RW (g, f ). Let N ≥ 0, and let α N (z) ∈ RU (g) satisfy condition (5.35). Then,
which means that (cf. Lemma 3.1(a)), also the second term in the RHS of (5.40) lies in
Since this holds for every N ≥ 0, we conclude that [a, α(z)]1 = [a, g(z)]1. The claim follows.
6. The Main Lemma 6.1. Statement of the Main Lemma. Consider the matrix E defined in (2.2), which, in the notation of Section 4.1, is E = (ih),(jk)∈T e (jk)(ih) E (ih)(jk) . The ((ih)(jk))-entry is e (jk)(ih) , which is an element of conformal weight (cf. (4.3), (4.8))
Recalling the definition (5.9) of the Rees algebra, z −∆(e (jk)(ih) ) e (jk)(ih) lies in RU (g). We shall then consider the matrix
The Main Lemma, on which the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 are based, is the following:
, and the following identity holds: The corresponding partition is 2, associated to the pyramid 2 1 , hence the "shift" matrix (4.6) is
, and g 1 = Fe. Hence, we have
and the quasideterminant in the LHS of (6.3) corresponds, in this example, to the (12)-quasideterminant
Note that, since (f |e) = 1, we have e − 1 ∈ F 0 I ⊂ RI. Hence, e ∈ 1 + RI, and the RHS of (6.5) lies in the localized Rees algebra R 1 U (g) ⊂ R ∞ U (g), as claimed in Lemma 6.1. Before applying (6.5) to1 ∈ RM , we rewrite (6.5) as a right fraction.
Since [e, e 22 ] = e, we have e −1 e 22 = (e 22 − 1)e −1 .
Hence, (6.5) can be rewritten as
We can now apply this to the cyclic element1 of RM , (and use the fact that e1 =1), to get
On the other hand, we have, by (6.4),
Computing its (12)-quasideterminant, we get
E + D| I1J1 = f − (z + e 11 )(z + e 22 − 1) .
E + D| I1J11 is equal to (6.6), as claimed by Lemma 6.1.
The remainder of Section 6 will be dedicated to the proof of Lemma 6.1.
6.2.
Step 1: Existence of the quasideterminant
Proof. Consider the diagonal matrix (cf. (4.8) for notation)
It is clearly an invertible element of the algebra Mat N ×N U (g)((z 
On the other hand, the matrix z½ N + E is invertible, by geometric series expansion, in Mat N ×N U (g)((z − 1 2 )). It follows by (6.8) that also ½ N + z −∆ E is invertible in the algebra Mat N ×N U (g)((z − 1 2 )). We need to prove that the entries of the inverse matrix (½ N + z −∆ E) −1 actually lie in the Rees algebra RU (g). The inverse matrix (½ N + z −∆ E) −1 is easily computed by (6.8) and geometric series expansion:
(6.9)
The monomial e (i1h1)(i0h0) . . . e (i ℓ h ℓ )(i ℓ−1 h ℓ−1 ) has conformal weight
Lemma 6.4. Applying the homomorphism ǫ : RU (g) → F defined in (5.12) to the entries of the matrix
(6.10)
Proof. We already know, from Lemma 6.3, that J 1 (½ N + z −∆ E) −1 I 1 admits an expansion of the form N n=−∞ z n A n , for some N ∈ Z and A n ∈ Mat r1×r1 F −n U (g). Recalling the definition (4.5) of the matrices J 1 and I 1 , we get from (6.9) that the (ij)-entry (1 ≤ i, j ≤ r 1 ) of the matrix
(6.11) Note that, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r 1 }, we have (cf. (4.8)) x(j1) − x(ip 1 ) = p 1 − 1. Hence, the largest power of z appearing in the expansion (6.11) is z p1−1 . In order to prove (6.10), we need to compute the term with ℓ = p 1 − 1 in (6.11). It is
(6.12) We already know by Lemma 6.3 that the expression in the RHS of (6.12) lies in F 0 U (g) = F⊕ F 0 I (cf. Lemma 5.1(b)). To compute the value of ǫ, we apply Lemma 5.2:
(6.13) Recalling that (f |e (jk)(ih) ) = δ ij δ h,k+1 , the only non vanishing term in the RHS of (6.13) is when i = i 1 = · · · = i p1−2 = j, and h 1 = p 1 − 1, h 2 = p 1 − 2, . . . , h p1−2 = 2. Hence, (6.13) gives ǫ((A 0 ) ij ) = (−1) p1−1 δ ij , completing the proof.
Lemma 6.5. The matrix
Proof. It follows by Corollary 5.11 and Lemma 6.4. Proposition 6.6. The quasideterminant |½ N + z −∆ E| I1J1 exists in the matrix algebra Mat r1×r1 R ∞ U (g).
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 6.3 and 6.5.
6.3.
Step 2: Setup and notation. The matrices I 1 and J 1 in (4.5) are as in (2.12), where I, J are the following subsets of T ,
of the same cardinality |I| = |J | = r 1 . The complementary subsets are
There is a natural bijection between the sets I c 6.4.
Step 3: Preliminary computations. We can compute the quasideterminants in the LHS and the RHS of equation (6.3) applying Proposition 2.7. For the quasideterminant in the LHS, we have
We used the fact that I ∩J = ∅, so that (½ N ) IJ = 0, and that ∆(e (jp1)(i1) ) = p 1 for every (i1) ∈ I and (jp 1 ) ∈ J , so that z −∆ E IJ = z −p1 E IJ . Similarly, we compute the quasideterminants in the RHS of equation (6.3). Recalling the definition (6.7) of the matrix X and equation (6.8), we have
from which we get the following identity:
Recalling the definitions (4.5) of the matrices I 1 and J 1 , we have
Hence, using the definition (2.8) of quasideterminant and equations (6.20) and (6.21), we get
Applying Proposition 2.7, we thus get
In the RHS of (6.22) we used the facts that D IT = 0 (since d (i1) = 0 for all (ih) ∈ I), F IT = 0, F T J = 0, and π ≤ 1 2
Comparing equations (6.18) and (6.22), we reduce equation (6.3) to the following equation in Mat J c ×J RM :
which we need to prove. To simplify notation, we introduce the matrices A, B ∈ Mat I c ×J c RU (g), and v, w ∈ Mat I c ×J RU (g), defined as follows
(6.24) Here and further, when no confusion may arise, we denote for simplicity (cf. (6.1))
Using the notation (6.24), equation (6.23) can be rewritten as follows
(6.25) 6.5.
Step 4: the key computation. For every (ih), (jk) ∈ T , denote
(6.27) Lemma 6.7. For every (ih), (jk) ∈ T satisfying condition (6.27), we have
(6.28)
Proof. Note that, under assumption (6.27), we have, in particular, that (ih) ∈ I c and (jk) ∈ J c . Recalling definition (5.14) of the module RM and definitions (6.24) of the matrices A and v, we have
(6.29) We used the fact that ∆(a)+∆(b) = 1+∆([a, b]), for homogeneous elements a, b ∈ g. Note that, for (ih) ∈ I c and (jk) ∈ J c , we have
where A (i1h1)(j1k1) denotes the ((i 1 h 1 )(j 1 k 1 ))-entry of the matrix A, while, for 1 ≤ j 1 ≤ r 1 and (i 1 h 1 ) ∈ I c , we have
where v (i1h1)j1 denotes the ((i 1 h 1 )j 1 )-entry of the matrix v. Using identity (6.30), we can rewrite the first term in the RHS of (6.29) as
For the first term of (6.32) we used the fact that A (i1h1)(jk) = 0 unless x(jk) − x(i 1 h 1 ) ≤ 1, which, combined to the assumption (6.27), implies
For the second term of (6.32) we used the definition (6.26) of X (ih)(jk) . With similar computations, we can use (6.30) to rewrite the second term in the RHS of (6.29) as
and the third term in the RHS of (6.29) as
while, using (6.31), we can rewrite the fourth term in the RHS of (6.29) as
(6.35) Combining equation (6.29) with (6.32), (6.33), (6.34) and (6.35), we get equation (6.28).
Lemma 6.8. The unique solution of equation (6.28) is:
Proof. Let us prove that (6.36) solves equation (6.28). Note that the first term in the LHS of (6.28) equals, by (6.36), the sum of the first two terms in the RHS of (6.28). We next claim that the second term in the LHS of (6.28) vanishes. Indeed, by (6.36), E (i1h1)(ih) X (i1h1)(jk) vanishes unless (ih) = (jk). But, in this case, the inequalities
(6.37) for every (jk) ∈ I c ∩ J c . Equation (6.37) is satisfied by (6.36) since, by the definition (4.7) of the shift matrix D, we have
The uniqueness of the solution of equation (6.28) is clear. Indeed, equation (6.28) has the matrix form (½+z −1 M )X = Y , where X is the column vector (X (ih)(jk) ), indexed by the pairs ((ih), (jk)), with entries in the vector space V = Mat J c ×J RM , Y is the analogous column vector defined by the RHS of (6.28), and M is some matrix with entries in Mat J c ×I c RU (g), which is an algebra acting on the vector space V . But then the matrix ½ + z −1 M can be inverted by geometric series expansion.
Corollary 6.9. We have
Proof. By the definitions (6.24) of B and (6.26) of X (ih)(jk) , we have
(6.39) We can use equation (6.36) to rewrite the first term in the RHS of (6.39) as
(6.40)
Recalling the definition (4.7) of the shift d (ih) , we see that the first term in (6.40) is opposite to the second term in the RHS of (6.39), while the first term in (6.40) coincides with w1 (cf. (6.24)).
6.6.
Step 5: proof of Equation (6.25). First, consider the matrix B ∈ Mat I c ×J c defined in (6.24). Its entries are all in the kernel of the homomorphism ǫ : RU (g) → F, since z ∆ (e (jk)(ih) − (f |e (jk)(ih) )) ∈ RI ⊂ Ker ǫ, and z −1 d ih ∈ z −1 RU (g) ⊂ Ker ǫ. Therefore, ǫ(½ + BA −1 ) = ½, and Corollary 5.11 guarantees that the matrix ½ + BA −1 is invertible in Mat I c ×J c R ∞ U (g). By Corollary 6.9, we have
It follows that
7. Proof of the Main Theorems 7.1. Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof is similar to the proof of the analogous result for classical affine W -algebras, presented in [DSKV16b, Appendix] . We need to prove that, for every i 0 , j 0 ∈ {1, . . . , r 1 }, we have L i0j0 (w) ∈ W ((w −1 )). By the definition (4.10) of the matrix L(w) and by the Main Lemma 6.1, this is the same as to prove that
(7.1) (Here, the Rees algebra is considered with respect to the variable w in place of z.) By Proposition (5.14), condition (7.1) is equivalent to
which we are going to prove. By the definition (2.8) of the quasideterminant,
Hence, we can use formula (2.17) to rewrite (7.2) as
We need to prove that (7.3) vanishes for every a ∈ g ≥ 1 2
. In order to do so, we shall prove that a, (
First, by (6.19), we have the identity
Hence, we use the definition (4.5) of the matrices I 1 and J 1 to rewrite equation
where now the identity takes place in U (g)((w −1 )) (not anymore in the Rees algebra RU (g).) We now let a be the basis element e (jk)(ĩh) , where (ĩh), (jk) ∈ T satisfy (cf. (4.3))
Recalling the definition (2.2) of the matrix E, we have a := e (jk)(ĩh) = (z½ N + E) (ĩh)(jk) .
Hence, (7.5) becomes
Recalling, by Example 2.3, that the matrix z½ N + E is an operator of Yangian type and it is invertible in Mat N ×N U (g)((z −1 )), we can use Lemma 2.11 to rewrite (7.7) as (z − w)
(7.8)
To prove that (7.8) vanishes, we just observe that δ (ip1)(jk) = δ (ĩh)(j1) = 0. Indeed, both equalities (jk) = (ip 1 ) and (ĩh) = (j1) contradict (7.6). 
and, by Proposition 5.14,
Recall that the associative product of the W -algebra W (g, f ) is induced by the product of W ⊂ U (g). Hence,
Recall, by Example 2.3, that z½ N +E is an operator of Yangian type for the algebra U (g). Hence, using the first equation in (6.19), we have 
On the other hand, it is easy to check that the same proof of Theorem 2.10 can be repeated in this situation to show that the matrix |½ N + z −∆ E| I1J1 satisfies the Yangian identity (2.1).) We thus get, from equation (7.9),
. We recall the construction of a PBW basis for W (g, f ) provided in [Pre02] . Fix a subspace U ⊂ g complementary to [f, g] and compatible with the grading (3.1). For example, we could take U = g e , the Slodowy slice. Since ad f : g j → g j−1 is surjective for j ≤ 
Note that, by the non-degeneracy of (· | ·), the orthocomplement to [f, g] is g f , the centralizer of f in g. Hence, the direct sum decomposition dual to (8.1) has the form
As a consequence of (8.2) we have the decomposition in a direct sum of subspaces
where S(V ) denotes the symmetric algebra over the vector space V . Let π g f :
) ։ S(g f ) be the canonical quotient map, with kernel S(g ≤
)U ⊥ . The next theorem gives a description of a PBW basis for W (g, f ).
Theorem 8.1. [Pre02, Theorem 4.6] There exists a (non-unique) linear map
8.2. Conjecture on the map w. Let g = gl N , let f ∈ g be a non-zero nilpotent element, and let p = p 1 ≥ · · · ≥ p r > 0 be the corresponding partition of N . Recall the notation of Section 4.1. It is proved in [DSKV16b] 
In the sequel we give a conjectural way to define the corresponding free generators of W (g, f ),
satisfying the conditions of Premet's Theorem, following the analogous result in the classical affine setting, see [DSKV16b] . For i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, let
Denote by W (z) the r × r matrix with entries (8.6) (transposed):
and by (−z) p the diagonal r × r matrix with diagonal entries (−z) pi , i = 1, . . . , r: where I rr1 ∈ Mat r×r1 F and J r1r ∈ Mat r1×r F are as in (2.12) corresponding to the subsets I = J = {1, . . . , r 1 }. In this case, the linear map w : g f → W (g, f ) defined by (8.5) satisfies all the conditions of Premet's Theorem.
In Section 9 we check Conjecture 8.2 in some explicit examples.
We can write the matrix W (z) in block form as W (z) = W 1 (z) W 2 (z) W 3 (z) W 4 (z) , where W 1 (z) = W ji (z) 1≤i,j≤r1 , W 2 (z) = W ji (z) 1≤i≤r1<j≤r , W 3 (z) = W ji (z) 1≤j≤r1<i≤r , W 4 (z) = W ji (z) r1<i,j≤r .
Then, by Proposition 2.7, we can rewrite equation (8.7) as follows:
where q = (p r1+1 ≥ · · · ≥ p r > 0) is the partition of N −r 1 p 1 , obtained by removing from the partition p all the maximal parts. (9.1) We can expand the inverse matrix in the RHS of (9.1) in geometric series, to get the following more explicit formula for L(z) (we use the shorthandẽ ij = e ij +δ ij (1−i)): We identify Mat N ×N F ≃ Mat p1×p1 F ⊗ Mat r1×r1 F ,
by mapping E (ih),(jk) → E hk ⊗ E ij . Under this identification, we have
e (jk),(ih) E hk ⊗ E ij .
As for the principal nilpotent case, we can identify W (g, f rect ) with a subalgebra of U (g ≤0 ). By the formula for quasideterminants (2.15) given in Proposition 2.7 and equation (4.10), we have that L(z) ∈ Mat r1×r1 U (g ≤0 )((z −1 )) is defined by (we use the shorthandẽ (ih),(jk) = e (ih),(jk) + δ (ih),(jk) r 1 (1 − h)) L(z) = (½ p1 ⊗ ½ r1 )z + As we did in Section 9.1, we expand the inverse matrix in the RHS of (9.3) in geometric series, to get a more explicit formula for L(z). For every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r 1 , we have L ij (z) = e (jp1),(i1) + (δ i1,i δ h1−1,1 z +ẽ (i1,h1−1),(i1) )(δ i2,i1 δ h2−1,h1 z +ẽ (i2,h2−1),(i1h1) ) . . .
. . . (δ is,is−1 δ hs−1,hs−1 z +ẽ (is,hs−1),(is−1,hs−1) )(δ is,j δ p1,hs z +ẽ (jp1),(ishs) ) .
(9.4)
The RHS of (9.4) is a polynomial in z, hence (recall Proposition 4.1(b)) it uniquely defines elements w ji;k ∈ W (gl N , f rect ) ⊂ U (g ≤0 ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r 1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ p 1 − 1, such that
∈ Mat r1×r1 W (gl N , f rect ) , (w ad;h+n+1 w bc;k−n − w ad;k−n w bc;h+n+1 ) , (9.6) where in the RHS we let w ji;p1 = −δ ij . Hence, W (gl N , f rect ) is isomorphic to the Yangian Y r1,p1 (the Yangian of gl r1 of level p 1 ) introduced by Cherednik [Che87] as already noticed in [RS99, BK06] .
9.3. Example 3: minimal nilpotent f . The minimal nilpotent element f in g = gl N is associated to the partition p = (2, 1, . . . , 1) . In this case the entries of the shift matrix D are d (ih) = −δ (ih),(12) , for every (i, h) ∈ T , and for our choice of f equation (4.10) becomes We can compute the quasideterminant (9.7) by the usual formula (2.13) in Proposition 2.7. As a result we get, after a straightforward computation, L(z) = e (12),(11)1 − (z + e (11),(11) )(z + e (12),(12) − 1)1 − (z + e (11),(11) )e +(12) − e +(11) z½ N −2 + E ++ − e (11)+ e +(12) −1 × e (11)+ (z + e (12),(12) − 1) − e (12)+ 1 . w 11;1 = e (11),(11) + e (12),(12) + e +(12) e (11)+ − 1 , w 11;0 = e (12),(11) − e (11),(11) (e (12),(12) − 1) + e +(12) w 1+ + w +1 e (11)+ − e +(12) W ++ e (11)+ , w +1 = e +(11) − e (11),(11) e +(12) + e +(12) W ++ , w 1+ = e (12)+ − e (11)+ (e (12),(12) − 1) + W ++ e (11)+ , W ++ = E ++ − e (11)+ e +(12) .
(9.10)
